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LOCAL TEENAGERS TO HELP UNDERPRIVILEGED IN GHANA
This month a group of young
volunteers are off to Ghana to
give support and practical help
to  some of the thousands of
youngsters who are enduring a
life struggle in the townships
and rural areas of the country.
Pauline Latham OBE, MP for
mid-Derbyshire recently met
some of the volunteers and
was impressed  with the group
at Massive whose
headquarters are in the village
Members of the group have
been practising some of the
skills they will need when
they reach Ghana.,” said Will
Leech, Massive project
manager. Full sory page 15

A Township in GhanaPreparing



All information, letters,
news, articles, diary

events, photographs and
suggestions should be

marked “Duffield Scene” and  sent to: 
Duffield News, Town Street, Duffield.   
Contacts: Barrie & Diana Eccleston
Telephone: 01332 841948

Email: info@duffieldscene.co.uk
www.duffieldscene.co.uk
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Established
August 1992

DUFFIELD
SCENE

QUALITY INTERIOR/EXTERIOR  
DECORATOR, WALLPAPERING,

COVING ETC. 
BROKEN COLOUR WORK 

quality guaranteed- free estimates
18 Nailers Way, Belper, DE56  0HT

Tel: 01773 827043
Mobile: 07881 902 200

Serving the community for 27 years

SOLAR PV SYSTEMS
01332 840296 07768 012341  treanors@btinternet.com
4kW Solar PV fitted from £5775, Inc, VAT @5%,

MCS & EPC Certificates, Building Notice & Scaffolding
Based on Clear Access. All other Makes & sizes available
Bosch Solar Hot Water fitted from £2599 inc VAT   

TREANORS BUILDERS Ltd Duffield based installers
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FREE ESTIMATES
All aspects of electrical work undertaken including: 

• Rewires/partial rewires • extra sockets 
• extra lights • new extensions • central heating 
• wiring/fault finding • inspection and testing 

• landlords certificates • friendly reliable service.

electrical services ltd

Jeremy Bexon - 
Tel: 01332 660779Mob: 07921634473

Email - admin@prideelectricalservices.co.uk

Remember to let us know well in advance - by the
middle of the previous month - about your fund
raising efforts, events, special occasions and items
of interest. Anything you regard as interesting,
unusual or annoying please let us know at the
Duffield Scene founded in  August 1992.
Telephone number: 01332 841948 
e-mail: info@duffieldscene.co.uk  
web: www.duffieldscene.co.uk

Thanks,  Barrie Eccleston
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11-13 King Street, Belper, DE56 1PW

Silver Leaves programme
for August includes:
August 4th:
SING AS WE GO ALONG
with G Quible 7.30 - 9PM
August 18th: BRING AND
BUY 7PM.
SEPTEMBER 1S

A quiz sheet with a theme
of places in Derbyshire is
now available and can be
purchased for £1 at
Duffield News.  
This is to raise funds for the
Duffield Millennium
Meadow and has a closing
date of October 3rd.

No meeting in August 2015.
The next meeting of
Duffield Gardening Club
will be on 5th September
2015 at 10 am at the Weston
Centre. The speaker will be
Mark Smith from
Swarkstone Nursery
“Confessions of a plant
manager”. 
All welcome, non-members £2

Peter Gatenby will be
holding a Model Vehicle
Exhibition at Duffield
Western Centre on
Saturday August 29th 2015
between 10:00 am and 4:00
pm where he will be
exhibiting some of his
personal collection 
He started his collection back
in the mid-eighties when
someone gave him a model
fire engine owing to the fact
that he was a fireman in the
village. Since then his
collection has grown to over
100 vintage models.
Entry to the exhibition will
be £1.50 for adults which
includes refreshments and
entry for children is free.
There will also be a free prize
draw for children for a
chance to win a train set 
see story page 13 

Village Jottings



WILLIAMSONS
ROOFING

Roof repairs and re-roofs
Chimney repairs / Leadwork

Flat roofs etc (no VAT)
Duffield based01332 841488

40 years in business locally

Airport Transfers
Telephone 01283 702404 • 07973 663601

duncanhogg1st@hotmail.com
1-7 passengers  •    Local drivers

wedding cars also available
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Having
trouble
driving
home?

The longest
traffic jam
ever... 260
kilometres
Where? China.
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PASSENGER INCREASE ON DERWENT VALLEY LINE
Latest figures show an
impressive 8.27% growth in
the number of passengers
using stations on the
Derwent Valley Line. 
There has been  continued
growth during 2014/15 with
the most notable annual
increase being 14% at
Cromford.  
This impressive figure
combined with the passenger
growth during the previous
year means Cromford
passenger journeys have
actually increased by over
25% in just two years.   
Matlock and Belper, the
busiest stations on the line
have also shown continued
strong growth with increases
of 11% and 9% respectively.
There was also increased
support where there was a rise
of 3.5% in the year.
Passenger journeys on the

Derwent Valley Line have
increased dramatically in

recent years, a fact highlighted
in the 2015 ‘Value of
Community Rail Partnerships’
report which identified the
Derwent Valley Line as one of
the top performing routes in
the country. 
Councillor Irene Ratcliffe,

Chair of the Derwent Valley
Line Community Rail

Partnership said:
“I am very pleased that the
work of the Partnership  to
create attractive station
environments and improved
marketing of the line is
continuing to help bring
more passengers to the
railway.  Both local people
and visitors are realising that

the reliable and regular train
service on the Derwent
Valley Line offers a great
alternative to travelling by
car”.
Jonny Wiseman, Route
General Manager North for
East Midlands Trains, added:
“The continued growth in the
Derwent Valley line is
fantastic news for the local
communities and businesses 
along the route. 
“Working closely with the
Partnership we have made
improvements to many of the
stations along the route,
including Ambergate,
Cromford, Whatstandwell and
Duffield with more to be
added in the near future.  
“We look forward to the
continued growth of the
Derwent Valley Line and
working with our local
partners to provide an
excellent train service which
our customers can rely on."
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Work is now underway to
refurbish the sports
changing rooms on Eyes
Meadow.and once work is
complete, Duffield Parish
Council wants to name the
new changing room block
– and that’s where you
come in. 
We’re looking for
imaginative suggestions for
the name – there’s a £25
prize up for grabs and the
winning name will be set in
stone for years to come! 
The new name might honour
a well-known person who’s
contributed to sport
nationally and who has
played sport in the village; or
someone who has
contributed to local life in
some other way. 
Or come up with something
entirely new – maybe it’s an

anagram, word play or
something else unique to
Duffield or Eyes Meadow.
To enter, all you need to do is
send your suggestion for the
name to the Parish Council –
answers can be sent via the
Parish Council’s Facebook
page, by email to
clerk@duffieldparishcouncil.
gov.uk or sent to the Parish
Council’s office at the

Weston Centre, Tamworth St,
Duffield DE56 4ER. 
Simply let us know your
contact details, your
suggestion, and a sentence or
two to let us know why
you’ve chosen that name.
The competition is open to
all, and closes September
30th 2015. 
The new name will be
revealed at the official

opening of the refurbished
changing rooms on the 6th
November 2015.
Vaughandale Construction
are set to complete the
work to the changing room
block by the end of
September – after which
there will be four new
changing rooms (two of
which will convert to a
multi-use space that can be
used for education classes
and other small meetings),

unisex and disabled toilets
for use by spectators and a
kitchenette with hatch to the
outside.
Contact: Jackie Clements,
Duffield Parish Council,
Weston Centre, Tamworth
Street, Duffield DE56 4ER.
01332 842740;
adminassistant@duffieldpa
rishcouncil.gov.uk

WORK IN PROGRESS...GIVE IT A NAME AND WIN £25
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BRANCH OFF TREE
SERVICES

Al l  a spec t s  o f  t ree  work
under taken  to  Br i t i sh  s tandards
3998  by  fu l l y  in sured  and  NPTC
qua l i f i ed  pro fe s s iona l  arbor i s t s .
A l so  s tump gr ind ing  ( s tump

remova l )  carr i ed  ou t .
CALL:  Ol iver  Marks  on  

07855  607  203  or  01773  882476
www.branchof f t ree serv i ce s . co .uk

emai l :  e -
ma i l :marks_o l i ver@yahoo . co .uk

DERWENT CARS 
TAXI SERVICE
01773 824824

8am - 5pm MONDAY - SATURDAY
FOR LOCAL JOURNEYS.

24 HOURS  7 DAYS A WEEK 
FOR AIRPORTS.

e-mail: stevenbeardsley@outlook.com
Serving Duffield since 2003

BACK PAIN,  SCIATICA, MUSCLE
LOSS/PAIN, HEADACHES,

TENSION/STRESS,
ARTHRITIS,  SPORT INJURIES,

WHIPLASH
Treatment vouchers available – the ideal present 

for someone in pain!
Telephone 01332 843339/07920149286

127a Derby Road, Duffield.
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DO YOU AGREE BUSES ARE CAUSING PROBLEMS IN THE VILLAGE?
Hi Barrie

Last year I had an
altercation with a
Trent Barton bus
driver who took
exception to me
asking him to move
his bus as we were
trying to exit Chapel
Street and didn't
want to have to
undertake a risky
manoeuvre to go
round the back of the
bus and pull out
blindly on to the A6.

I emailed Trent Barton
who advised that
Chapel street is a
timing stop where the
drivers wait if they
early to maintain their

schedule for the rest
of the journey. 
“I explained the
situation to Trent
Barton stating that
drivers were being
forced to cross on to
the wrong side of the
road at the Chapel
Street junction and
then having to edge
forward blindly due to
the view being
blocked by the parked
bus. 
“I also suggested that
the pull in stop at
Hingleys be used as an
alternative timing stop
as any time spent there
would not impact
other road users.

“To date I have had no

reply from Trent
Barton and have
experienced the same
problems getting out
of Chapel Street
several times since
then. 

“To be fair a few
drivers do move off
but the vast majority
feel it is their right to
read their morning
paper regardless of the
inconvenience or
increased danger they
place other road users
at.

“Would you be able to
mention this in
Duffield Scene as I am
anxious to determine
if others have

experienced the same
problem. 
“I intend to contact
the East Midlands
Traffic Commissioner
who oversees bus
operations on the basis
that this represents an
unwarranted risk to
other road users.

If you feel that this is
worthy of inclusion in
the Duffield Scene I
am happy to provide
my email address for
your readers to send
me their stories that I
could use to back my
campaign.
Regards,

Kev Thompson
bzgh10@sky.com

Reader’s letter
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WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS
The Rotary Club of Belper and Duffield has just been
presented with the “Gordon Taylor Trophy” for the best
Rotary Club in the East Midlands District by the District
Governor, Steve Lawes.  
The club’s deep involvement in the local community, with the
“Pride of Belper and Duffield” awards, their assistance at
community events such as the Duffield Carnival and their
involvement with local schools all went towards the award.
The involvement in international projects and the support for a
number of nationally recognised, worthwhile charities were all
mentioned, as were the club’s initiatives in relation to
attracting new members to the club.
Club President John Horwood said: “To receive this Trophy is
a great honour for all members of the club who collectively
have worked so hard during the last twelve months to assist our
local community and to give support to communities across the
globe. If any readers wish to learn more about the club or come
along to a meeting at the Lion Hotel, Belper on a Monday
evening, just visit the club website www.belper-rotary.co.uk
and use the links. You will receive a really warm welcome.”
President John Horwood, OF Rotary Club of Belper and
Duffield, with the Gordon Taylor Award for best Rotary
Club in the East Midlands. 
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The celebrated garden at 34 Broadway will be opening on Sunday 30th August (11-5) in aid of the NGS cancer charities.
Admission £3. Children free. This unusual garden was featured on the Duffield 2015 calendar (July) and on Radio BBC
Derby. You will be inspired by the many different designed areas and are sure to take home some ideas to implement in

your own garden. Home made cakes, refreshments and plants are for sale.
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Peter Gatenby (78) has been
collecting  all sorts of
transport models since he
was given a fire engine while
a young part time fireman.
His work as a railway
machinist gave him the chance
to travel freely abroad and so
his fine and varied collection
of more than a hundred
vehicles grew...fire engines,
trains, tractors, cars, ships,
aeroplanes  etc.
Now his fabulous and
colourful collection is to be
revealed to all in an exhibition
at the Weston Centre where all
the monies raised will go
towards keeping the Centre,
just off the A6 in Tamworth
Street, going.
Naturally Peter, a family man
who has been married to Janet
for 52 years, fathered three
children - two boys and a girl.
- and has two grandchildren, is
immensely proud of his prized
collection.
“I never thought for a minute

that when I was given that
miniature fire engine all those
years ago that it would lead to
this and the joy we got finding
models as we travelled to

places like Norway, France,
Holland and Belgium to add
some variety to the collection.
“An extra pleasure for the
family is that the money raised

at the exhibition will help
keep the Weston Centre going.
“It’s a really worthwhile cause
because it gives the elderly
folk in Duffield a focal point
where they can get together.”
Richard Knibbs, chairman of
the Trustees of the Weston
Centre was enthusiastic in his
praise for Peter’s gesture.
“I am sure people will the
exhibition very interesting.
“Children will love it,” said
Richard.
Needless to say Peter’s
favourites among his
collection are both fire
engines.
The first is an ancient
Patrick(?) bought of a mate at
work and the second is a
German Mercedes.
Other outstanding models
include two biplanes flown by
the Wright brothers Orville
and Wilbur who were
responsible for the first
powered flight in 1903.  

AN EXHIBITION TO HAVE THE KIDS - AND THEIR DADS DROOLING
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A letter of thanks.....congratulations

31 Town Street, Duffield  01332 843666
www.derbyshire-eyecare.co.uk

10% OFF Oakley Sports sunglasses

25% OFF All other designer sunglasses

PREVENTATIVE HEALTHCARE
Fleas, ticks and worms are
always around. Individual
treatments have been available
for a long time but as a bonus
several veterinary treatments are
also available that can treat
several of these parasites in one
simple application. Maintaining
vaccination would also always be
advocated to help prevent serious
disease. Contact your local
veterinary practice for more
information.
RESPONSE
Take note of any behavioural
changes in your dog because in
some cases they can be a
symptom of a clinical problem.
For instance, if your pet toilets
more frequently your dog may
have a urinary or gut problem. If
your pet struggles to settle at
night, then they may have a
painful focus e.g. arthritis. Any
nervous or fearful behaviour
should also be addressed with
many vets and nurses only too

willing to do what we can to help.
INSPECT
When safe to do so, I would
recommend to regularly inspect
your pet. Check the nose, ears and
mouth. Are they clean? Is there
any discharge? Is the mouth
smelly? Is there a lot of tartar?
Then check the coat and paws. Is
there a nice glossy coat? Are there
any swellings or discolourations?
If you find nothing amiss then
great, you now know what is
normal for your pet and looking
at your pet daily will help you

know when something is
abnormal. Any concerns then
please contact your veterinarian.
We are here to help.
Your dog should also always be
clearly identified with a collar and
name tag. Identichips can be
easily placed in a routine
veterinary appointment.
DIET
Many veterinary issues can be
helped and indeed prevented by a
good quality and balanced diet. A
good quality diet should be
formulated for the life stage of

your pet i.e. puppy, adult and
senior. As choosing an
appropriate diet is important, your
veterinary practice will in many
cases offer free advice to help you
make the best choice for your pet.
If you pet is overweight then
weight loss clinics are also freely
available.
EXERCISE
The benefits of exercise are
clearly evident not just for us but
also for our dogs. A dog that
doesn’t get enough appropriate
exercise for their lifestyle and
health can be more prone to
clinical problems such as arthritis
and obesity. Behavioural issues
can also develop such as
aggression and destructive
behaviours that stem from
boredom and frustration.
Why don’t you join a walking
club to help you and your dog get
out and about this summer. If
your dog is more athletic, then
dog agility classes could also be
considered.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR PET DOG PROPERLY
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Teenagers from a local
youth group have spent the
night outside with only
cardboard boxes for shelter
to raise awareness of
conditions in African slums.
The group, made up of young
people from Massive youth
group in Duffield, is travelling
to Ghana this month to work
with children, teenagers and to
help with local building
projects.
Seventeen young people spent
the night camped out in the
grounds of Duffield Baptist
Church last month.
Massive first opened in 2009
in response to the lack of
youth facilities in the village
being identified by the Parish
Council and is hosted at
Emmanuel Christian Centre. 
Every two years they take a
group of young people to
volunteer in Ghana and
develop new skills and
confidence. In previous years

they have helped build
medical centres and church
buildings, lead youth
conferences, run children's
holiday clubs and enjoyed
being a part of an entirely
different culture. 
Will Leech, Project Manager
at Massive, said: “Every two
years we take a group of
young people to Ghana to take
part in voluntary activities in
the rural villages. These
communities often lack many
of the modern conveniences
we take for granted in the
United Kingdom and so there

are plenty of opportunities for
us to help improve the quality
of life.
“The young people get so
much out of the trip too, it
helps them learn new skills,
deepen friendships and
develop their confidence at a
crucial time in their lives. It’s
an absolute joy to work with
them and to see their passion
to help those in need.”
The group relies heavily on
support from local people and
groups including Derbyshire
County Council, Belper and
Duffield Rotary Club,

Derbyshire Constabulary and
members of the local business
community.
One person who has provided
support to the group over the
years is Pauline Latham OBE,
MP for Mid-Derbyshire, who
visited the project recently: “I
am pleased to have been
invited to the centre, and
greatly enjoyed taking part in
some of the activities they
offer. Massive provides an
incredibly important
opportunity for local young
people to socialise and unwind
once a week.”
For more information about
the Massive youth group visit
www.massiveduffield.co.uk
Contacts;  Will Leech,

Project Manager at Massive
wil l . leech@mac.com or

07963701333, or
Jeremy Swan at

jezswan@icloud.com

TEENAGERS OFF TO HELP OUT IN GHANA
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Is a change as good as a
rest? Well, children are
enjoying the summer school
holiday.
A period of fun with family
and friends spent (hopefully)
in the sunshine follows the
final day of the school term. 
As adults, we may look back
at our primary school
education with mixed
memories. 
For the pupils of Duffield
Meadows and 
William Gilbert Endowed
Schools 

(and possibly even parents and
carers of attendees at 
Duffield Pre-School, Treetops
Castle Garden Nursery and
Duffield Baby and Toddler
Group) 
a time of reflection may well
be upon them. 
Embracing change could be an
issue… 
I shall not forget my teacher,
She makes being in class
good fun;
Even when my drawings are
rubbish,
She says: “Fine, thank you
and well done.”

Most afternoons she reads
part of a story
As we sit quietly on the floor.
When she says: “That’s all
for now, children,”
I think: ‘Miss, can you read
some more?’

My teacher has helped me
with my reading;
Mummy and Daddy think
the same.
Now Daddy wants me to
read to him,
Though not during a
football game.
If Miss Kirkby says: “I’m

waiting;”
I know what she means to
say.
Perhaps I should do more
listening
And talk when I go out to
play.

This is my last day with my
teacher,
Mummy thinks that I might
cry.
I will try to act like a big girl,
But I don’t want to say
good-bye.

Paul Wiggins

I SHALL NOT FORGET MY TEACHER

DO YOU WANT TO
BE ON A GAME
SHOW ON 

TELEVISION?
I am working on a new BBC 1
Saturday night challenge
entertainment show and wanted to
let folk know that we are looking for
people to take part.
It's a brand new show and our team
is trying to let as many people know
about the casting call as possible.
It’s a brand new physical obstacle
course style show, all ages from 18 –
69 are welcome, and all levels of
fitness – you don’t have to be a
fitness fanatic to be in with a chance
of some huge prizes!

All the details of how to apply are on
the attached flyer, so if you are
interested or know of someone who
might be then please get in touch
with us. 
If you want to post it on your
Company intranet or pass it on to
friend, family or work colleague then
that would be great.
We look forward to hearing from
you.
Regards,
Can’t Touch This Team
veronica.haughey@stellifymedia.com
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SWOPPING PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES IN DUFFIELD!?
When local mum, Tracy
Bloom, wrote her first
romantic comedy novel, NO-
ONE EVER HAS SEX ON A
TUESDAY, she never
dreamed that it would
become a No 1 bestselling e-
book and that readers would
start clamouring for her to
write a follow up.

“I hadn’t planned for it ever to
have a sequel, “ said Tracy,
“but fortunately when I started
to work out what would
happen next I realised that
lead characters Ben and Katy,
had just entered the most
challenging phase of their
lives. 

“They have a newborn in the
house, a wedding to plan and
they are on the brink of
moving to the suburbs with a
life of domesticity stretching
out before them.

And so NO-ONE EVER
HAS SEX IN THE
SUBURBS began to take
shape. 
“Big changes in lifestyle can
have such a huge impact on
relationships and I really
wanted to write about that,”
added Tracy. 

Further complications are also
added when the couple decide
to swap traditional roles
leaving Ben left at home
caring for the baby. 

“I think being a stay-at-home
parent is both an amazing,
terrifying and if I’m honest ,
often bizarre role,” said Tracy.
“I often found myself in
situations when I wondered if

the world was having a laugh
at my expense. 
“Was I really sat on a draughty,
dusty hall floor, singing
ridiculous nursery rhymes at
10am in the morning at babies
who couldn’t give a monkey’s
as to what was going on? 

“I thought it would be really
interesting to put a man in that
scenario and see what he made
of the insanity of it all.

Tracy says that a few bits
and pieces in the book have
been inspired by her life in
Duffield but categorically
none of the characters are
based on people she knows. 

My friends are always positive
they know who the people in
my books are based on but I
genuinely don’t work that
way. 

“They evolve in my
imagination with maybe the
odd real-life character trait
borrowed from someone!

“It’s been an absolute joy to be
able to return to characters I
know so well and I hope the
book lives up to expectations
with those who have read my
previous books.                

“I also hope to pick up some
new readers, as I was keen to
ensure it could be read without
reading the first one.

NO-ONE EVER HAS SEX
IN THE SUBURBS by
Tracy Bloom is available as
an ebook and in paperback
exclusively from
Amazon.co.uk.
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We also provide regular weekly, bi-weekly or end of
tenancy cleans.   PLUS clean ovens and upholstery.

www.allestreecleaners.com

1 Carpet   -  £25.00
2 Carpets  -  £45.00
3 Carpets  -  £65.00
4 Carpets  -  £85.00

Darley Abbey & Allestree 
Cleaning  Ltd

BOOK YOUR CARPET CLEAN TODAY !
TEL: 01332 557974 / 07504857436
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The annual Summer
Reading Challenge has
started and we have already
seen loads of children come
into the library to take part
in the event. 
All children wishing to take
part need to be registered. The
theme for 2015 is Record
Breakers and, as usual, the
aim is to read 6 books over the
summer holidays. 
Children will receive a Record
Breakers starter pack with
stickers on joining the
scheme. 
We will be having our usual
medal ceremony for those
who finish the challenge in
September once the schools
have gone back. Please help
us break the Derbyshire
Libraries record of nearly
11,000 participants this year.
We will be having two events
for children linked to the
Summer Reading Challenge
during the month. T
he first of these is Record
Breaking Trivia, on Friday 7
August at 10.30am, children
over 7 are invited to test their

record breaking knowledge
and make some record
breaking crafts to take home
and on Friday 28 August we
will be having a session of
stories and activities called
Planes, Flingers and Fast Fish
which runs from 10.30 until
11.30am. Both of these events
are free but places must be
booked. If you are interested
in attending, please call in or
ring 01332 840324 to book a
place.
Our usual storytime sessions
will continue on Fridays 14
and 21 August at the usual
time of 11am for half an
hour of stories and simple
crafts for pre-school
children and their carers.
Just call in, no pre-booking
is required.
The craft group will continue
to meet on  Monday mornings
at 10am for a couple of hours
to work on their own craft
projects, so please come along
if you are interested.
This is a very relaxed session
with members working on a
number of different crafts.

New books in the library
this month include a
beautiful history of the
Cathedral Church of All
Saints Derby written by
Paul H. Bridges
containing illustrations
and photographs aimed at
giving the reader an insight
into the appearance of the
church in the past, a large
print copy of Latimer’s
Justice by Terrell L.
Bowers, a story where
Marshal Konrad Ellington
is helped by Dean Latimer
to clean up the town of
Baxterville and The Dream
Shall Never Die, 100 Days
that Changed Scotland
Forever by Alex Salmond,
written after the recent
referendum vote revealing
what was said and done
behind the scenes with the Yes
team as the vote reached its
climax.
I have recently finished
reading The Nightingale by
Kristin Hannah. I really
enjoyed this book. Set in
France during World War

Two, it tells the story of
sisters, Vianne and Isabelle
Rossignol, who discover
bravery and resistance take
different forms for each of
them. This is a thought
provoking novel which stayed
in my mind long after
completion.
Please note we will be closed
for the Bank Holiday on
Monday 31 August, all
opening times remain the
same.
Happy Reading
Carole-Ann and the Team

A SUCCESSFUL SUMMER READING CHALLENGE
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I couldn’t decide where the
noise was coming from.
Sitting at the dining room
table I was aware of a rustling
noise and for a long time
could not pinpoint the source
until I caught sight of
movement coming from the
small plastic bag on top of the
gas fire. This contained the
remains of the bees’ nest from
inside an old watering can
hanging upon the back wall
and which, of course, had
been saved by my husband for
later investigation. What we
didn’t realise was that moths
had laid eggs in it and were
now hatching in the warmth of
the house!
One of the joys of have a
curious mind is that you can
never be certain what you
might find and can often be
surprised. Take the two dead
pine tree stumps at the
entrance to the meadow for
instance (see pic).
Once majestic trees, one
gradually lost branches and
died and the other had to have
its last branches removed for
safety. The temptation to cut
them down was resisted and
indeed, the tops were cut off,
the stumps excavated to make
roosts and the triangular tops –
each with an entrance hole -
were put back on. This has
proved popular with all sorts
of birds and bats taking refuge
either for the night or during
the winter, away from the

cold. Up and down the trunks
are numerous holes in the bark
made by wasps and beetles,
woodpeckers and small
mammals. Indeed, it is
said there is more life
in a dead tree than a
living one and
vindicates the
leaving of
standing dead
wood on our
nature reserve
wherever
possible. 
A tree’s decay
follows a pattern
starting with
saproxylic (wood
eating) boring beetles
like bark beetles (Scolytidae)
that invade the cambium and
sapwood allowing fungi in
and are in turn, predated by
spiders, false scorpions,
ichneumon wasps and
scavenging beetles. In a scots
pine, the larvae of the Robber
fly (Laphria flava) enjoy
predating the larvae of the
Longhorn beetle. In the mid
stage of decay, mites,
hoverflies and millipedes take
advantage and in the final
stages, soil organisms take the
place of the insects and feed
on the bacteria and micro
fungi. 
Dead scots pine trees (snags)
can remain standing for over
100 years because of their
high resin content and the
ones on the meadow show all

the symptoms of being an
excellent source of food and
habitat for numerous
creatures. As you can see from

the picture, all sorts of
things have been
going on
underneath the
bark of one of
our pine
stumps with
evidence of
beetle
tunnelling and
half digested
wood. It is no
wonder that

woodpeckers strip
the bark to find the

larvae and the tree
creepers run up and down the
trunks looking for insects to
eat. 
Other dead wood throughout
the copses is being allowed to
decay and return its nutrients
to the soil by the same
processes and it is part of the
deliberate management of the
site. The cuttings from the
alder around the wetland were
removed to prevent that area
being enriched in any way and
the resultant light has
produced a spectacular
display of flowers like lady’s
bedstraw, ox eye daisies,
meadow sweet, knapweed,
purple loosestrife, foxgloves
and evening primrose on this
relatively poor soil.
The main meadows are still
too rich for a full display of

native flowers but there is a
sea of blue cranesbill (look at
the seed pods for the shape),
purple knapweed, clover,
yellow rattle, mallow and
lovely grasses – it looks as
though the sky has fallen
down!
The trees are in the process of
producing their fruit, berries
and nuts now that their
flowers have been pollinated.
The wild cherry trees have
already been stripped of their
delicious small, ripe fruits by
the squirrels, jays and thrushes
– all except those on the
lowest branches, which I can
personally testify to tasting
delicious! The hazel nuts are
forming in their light green
shells and will, no doubt, be
eaten before reaching maturity
– the tiny immature nuts are
white, sweet and juicy but it
requires a good set of strong
teeth like those of a squirrel or
a field mouse to break open
the shell. The sweet smelling,
creamy white, dish shaped
flower heads of the elderberry
bushes (which are so lovely to
eat dipped in batter, quick
fried and sprinkled with sugar)
are now forming berries which
will be a rich, purple feast for
many birds later in the year.
The crab apples are evident on
the various trees – tiny, hard,
green and sour they will
plump out as the season
progresses and gain a pink/red
blush - although never much
sweetness.
It is, however, with some
anger and sadness that I
report evidence of fires
being lit in the first copse
and of living trees (including
an oak) being sawn down to
fuel them. 
This is the first real
vandalism we have
experienced and whilst
shocking, is going to be
difficult to stop. 
Any help would be
appreciated. Please phone
me on 07511230320 if you
see anything suspicious.

by
MILLENIUM

MEADOW CHAIR
DI HANCOCK
mob: 07511230320
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I recently received this
item from the police
about fake designer
goods which I thought
would be useful to pass
on.
People looking for a
cheap designer bargain
online are being targeted
by fraudsters advertising
fake designer goods.  The
items received are
usually cheap and
inferior counterfeits of
handbags, clothes and
sunglasses amongst other
things.  The general rule
is ‘if it looks too good to
be true then it probably
is.’ Designer products
sold at heavily
discounted prices are an
immediate sign that
something isn’t quite
right.
Some useful tips to
protect yourself include:
• Where possible, buy

from well-known, High
Street retailers and if
you've never heard of a
firm, or it is based
overseas, be sceptical
• Avoid paying by
cheque or bank transfer.
Use PayPal or a credit
card as they will give you
additional protection
• Search the internet.
Type the website you are
buying from and look for
reviews of what others
customers are saying
about the company.  Bad
customer service
feedback usually finds
their way online quite
quickly
• Check for spelling
mistakes or poor
grammar on websites as
this may suggest the
website has been put
together by a fraudster
If you believe that you
have been a victim of

fraud you can report it
online
http://www.actionfraud.p
olice.uk/report_fraud or
by telephone 0300 123
2040.

Holidays:  To help
make homes as safe as
possible when homes
are empty during the
holiday season this is a
checklist of useful tips:
• Tell a neighbour
when the house will be
empty and ask them to
keep an eye on the
property.  Supply them
with a key, so that they
can take in post, put the
rubbish out on the right
day, and if possible open
and close the curtains so
the property does not
seem empty
• Set timer switches
for lights and radios to
make the house seem
occupied
• Hide or lock away
any valuables, such as
jewellery or silver.  Few
burglars are
professionals, and will
not want to waste time
searching
• Avoid leaving the
car parked on the road
and lock it in a garage if
possible
• Cancel newspaper
and milk deliveries
• Have an efficient
burglar alarm installed
and remember to set it
• Ensure all external
doors are locked
• Fit window locks on
all opening windows and
ensure they are locked
• Install outside
lighting

• Lock up your
garage and garden shed,
as well as any garden
tools and ladders, which
can be used to gain
access to properties
• Don’t leave house
keys in an obvious place
• Don’t leave cash
lying around
• Cut the lawn before
you go
• Don’t put your
home address on luggage
labels when travelling to
your destination
Then enjoy your holiday!

Next Police surgery:
On Saturday 15th August
the Mobile Police Office
will be in the Weston
Centre car park on
Tamworth Street
between 9.00am -
9.30am and between 9.40
- 10.10 on Hazelwood
Hill, Hazelwood.  
These sessions are for
residents to visit with
queries or problems or to
obtain advice on things
such as security or other
issues that are of
concern.

Branding  � Graphic Design  � Packaging
Exhibitions  � Website Design  � Marketing

www.snakelane.co.uk
Snake Lane Design     01332 840 880     info@snakelane.co.uk

7 Market Place, Cathedral Quarter, Derby DE1 3QE

by
Valerie Thorpe

WATCH OUT FOR CHEAP DESIGNER BARGAINS  ONLINE  
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Duffield Dynamo Falcons U8 recently won a
7V7 football tournament in Barcelona that
was actually played at the Camp Nou. The
home ground of the first team of Barcelona
FC.
Winning all three of their group matche at stadia
B against teams from London, Manchester and
Liverpool 2-0, 4-1 and 2-0 respectively they then
went on to play the final two  games on the
acclaimed Camp Nou pitch itself before visiting
the players dressing rooms and being lined up in
the tunnel to come out on to the pitch to the tune
of the champions league theme tune.
Falcons then beat another London team 3-0 and
in the final game beat one of their rivals from
Loughborough football first academy 2-1 to
make it five  wins out of five,  creating magical
memories for both the boys and parents that will
last a lifetime.
Goal scorers, Tolly Young 8 Kian Morrison 2
Jared Cholerton 1 Oliver Taylor 1 and 1 own
goal.
Kind Regards
Gary Young
Duffield Dynamo Falcons U8 Manager

Continued from page 24
After winning the toss and
putting the home side in at
Duffield, Stainsby Hall
thought they were on a winner
when they dismissed
Duffield’s top three for only
25 runs but centuries by Peter
Jenkins and stand-in skipper
Thomas Roe put an end to
that.
Jenkins (103 not) hit 10 4s and
a six as he calmed things
down while Roe’s 117 (12 4s
and 4 sixes was a beligerent
affair during a 187 run
partnership and with Ben
Patterson rounding the innings
of with a rousing 35 Duffield
reached 289 for 6.
Young Aussie Pattterson then
showed his all round skills
with  6 for 60 - his opening
partner supported with 2 for
26 and Stainsby were rolled
over for only 110 giving
Duffield  a massive 179 run
victory.

It was a totally different story
at Elvaston where the home
side won the toss, batted
initially with calm discipline
and then some devastating
stroke play as they reached
283 for six - plenty of stick for
Duffield’s ruffled bowlers.

Led by opener Chris
Sheldon’s 72 Duffield reached
124 for 3 but then
catastrophe... seve wickets fell
for only 71 runs and Duffield
were thrashed by 88 runs -
another example of their
batting inconsistency.

Happily in a vital match
against fellow promotion
contenders at Ilkeston. all was
well again.
Duffield put Ilkeston in, Ben
Patterson (4 for 57) got  their
top batsman David Smit for a
duck and with opening partner
Joe Wozniecka-Wells
returning his best figures for
the season (15-5-44-5)
Ilkeston were demoralised -
all out for only 141.
No batting worries this time as 
the top five batsmen all
reached double figures  as
Duffield reached their target
in only 27.1 overs to firm up
their second place in Division
One. 

A miserable month for
Duffield 2nd XI...four
successive defeats.
The  Jordan brothers Philip (2
for 32) and Richard (2 for 38)
had Marehay 58 for 4 after
home side Marehay had won

the toss but the support
bowlers were thrashed as
Marehay went on to reach a
healthy 277 for 7.
Duffield’s batting was abject
as only two players Oliver
Paish (18) and Tom
Blenkinsop (16 not) reached
double figures in a calamitous
innings of on;ly 44.

Despite Philip Jordan’s 4 for
30 in nine overs the Clowne
1st XI batsmen all scored
consistently to reach a useful
211 for 9.
It proved moire than enough
as only four Duffield batsmen
Philip Jordan (17), Oliver
Paish (16), Ben Johnson (39)
and Will Eisenberg=g (16)
reached double figures as
Duffield were  bowled out for
a disappointing 146 - a 66 run
defeat./

Lack of depth in both batting
and bowling saw another loss.
After electing to bat at Eyes
Meadow Duffield reached a
respectable 172 for 6 (Lewis
Reed 59, Ben Johnson 41 not,
Richard Jordan 33) bur
Quarndon’s top order
ensured at 175 for 2  victory
by 8 wickets.
A fourth successive defeat

came at Langley Mill where
where Mike Deegan  (4-42,
Philip Jordan 3- 35 and
Richard Jordan 3-50 bowled
out the  home side for 172 but
only Dave Bingham with 51
scored well as Duffield could
only reach  and defeat by 23
runs.

One win, one loss and two
draws was last month for
Duffield 3rd XI.
They fought hard against
Wirksworth/Middleton after
being bowled out for only 145
(Alex Burnham 53, Luke
Turnbull 25)  but  lost by seven
wickets .
This was followed by an exciting
victory as Duffield put Clay
Cross in to bat and were anxious
when they totalled 197 for 5.
Dave Bingham,s 78 and 66 not
out from Adam Burnham saw
Duffield  to victory in the last of
the 46 overs.
Dogged determination got a
draw at Quarndon where
Duffield held out at 138 for 9
against Quarndond’s 236 for 9
and similar qualiities saw
Duffield’s 140 for 8 (Adam
Burnham 35) get a draw at
Mugginton/s total of 176 for 8
with Hugh Kelly’s 5 for 52 a
major factor..

Brilliant! Duffield Dynamo Falcons  (under 8s) win
Barcelona tournament with  an incredible five  successive

victories

FALCONS WIN THE  CUP



SPRINGWOOD HOUSE

Private Residential Care Home for the Elderly
Duffield Bank, Duffield, Derbyshire DE56 4BG

www.springwoodhouseresidentialhome.co.uk
Variety of care packages: a permanent room to make

your own, convalescent, respite & holidays
• 24 hour care by highly trained and experienced staff
• Home cooking, special diets & preferences catered for
• Two state of the art passenger lifts accessing all floors
• Visiting chiropody / optician / hairdresser and        
assistance with dental appointments. 
• Ramp access to the landscaped gardens, fish pond
and summer house.
• Entertainment activities and regular events
For a brochure / more information  call 01332 840757

With seven matches to go
and enjoying a run of five
wins in their last six
matches. Duffield 1st XI are
2nd in Division One  and if
they stay there it will mean
promotion to the Premier
League for the first time.
In their last match in July
Duffield put Clifton in to bat
at Eyes Meadow and were
none to happy as Clifton got
close to an opening stand of
100 before they lost their first
wicket.
For a change it was the slower
bowlers who were more
effective as off-spinner Jono
Clare (4 for 56), the medium
pace of Adam Short plus 

excellent fielding - there were
two run outs - and catching
meant Clifton could only
reach  total of  188 for 9. 
The attempts of their strong
batting line-up to increase the
scoring rate after Ben
Patterson and Joe Wozniczka-
Wells had subdued the
openers failed.
The Clifton bowlers failed too
as it took Duffield only 27
overs to achieve victory with
Tom Roe’s undefeated 46
added to Chris Sheldon’s 43
and 34 from both Tim
Williscroft and skipper Paul
Bakel leading to 190 for 3 and
a seven wicket victory. 
Continued on page 23.

DUFFIELD CRICKETERS 
CHASING PROMOTION

Remaining fixtures for Duffield 1st XI
01/08/2015 13:00 Rolleston          away
08/08/2015 13:00 Ambergate       home
15/08/2015 13:00 Matlock            away
22/08/2015 13:00 Alrewas            home
29/08/2015 13:00 Cutthorpe        away
05/09/2015 12:30       Alfreton           home
06/09/2015 12:30 Marehay          away


